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Our experienced team can handle  
all aspects Of matrimOnial law

snyder & sarno llc is comprised of an award-winning team 
of attorneys who utilize cutting-edge litigation techniques 
and draw on decades of experience to solve difficult and 
complex family law matters. in recent news, the firm has 
gained recognition for a case that is “causing waves” within 
the legal system that may ultimately affect case law. the 
supreme court of new Jersey has agreed to hear a potentially 
historic palimony case on the petition of matrimonial attorney 
angelo sarno. in hearing Maeker v. Ross (case no. 072185), 
the supreme court of new Jersey will decide on the matter of 
whether oral support agreements between non-married parties 
can be enforced in certain circumstances, despite January 
2010 legislation that required such agreements to be made 
in writing. the status of this case is still pending, but you can 
continually look for updates on the firm’s website and blogs.

snyder & sarno, llc continues to grow and expand 
throughout new Jersey. this year, the firm opened a new 
office in Bergen county and welcomed Joseph v. Maceri as 
managing partner. Maceri has extensive knowledge and 
experience in the field of family law and he has focused 
his career on providing extraordinary service, which most 
often exceeded client expectations. Maceri’s expertise in 
matrimonial law combined with his continued success make 
him an absolute asset to the firm.

John J. trombadore handles arbitrations and mediations in 
the firm’s somerville office, and the Honorable thomas p. 

Zampino, a retired family court judge with 
more than two decades on the bench, 
does so in the roseland office. Zampino also assists the 
litigation team by adding perspective to litigation strategies 
and the structuring of settlements. 

partners angelo sarno, edward s. snyder, stacey a. 
cozewith, scott d. danaher and Joseph v. Maceri work 
cohesively with the firm’s associates to accomplish the best 
possible outcomes. the firm is equipped with litigation and 
mediation teams, which create an excellent balance and offer 
a unique approach to handling challenging matters. With 
snyder & sarno, you will receive individualized service from 
dedicated, experienced attorneys.
 
the firm proudly honors sarno, snyder, and trombadore for 
their inclusion on the new Jersey super lawyers list, published 
by thomson reuters. this is the tenth consecutive year in a row 
the attorneys have received recognition. this year, attorneys 
danaher, Maceri, rawan Hmoud, Jill d. turkish and ashley 
r. vallillo received recognition by being included on the new 
Jersey rising stars list, also published by thomson reuters.
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